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Vocational training at ETH Zurich uses "time2learn" by CREALOGIX 

 

In future, vocational training at ETH Zurich will utilise the "time2learn" training 

planner by CREALOGIX. The flexible cloud solution will be used for all career paths 

offered at ETH Zurich. The clearly organised learning manager enables learners to 

receive targeted support. ETH vocational training is thus increasing transparency and 

quality during training. 

 

ETH Zurich's vocational training will gradually introduce the CREALOGIX "time2learn" training 

and learning platform from the start of the training period in summer 2018. The aim is for 

"time2learn" to manage learners' data. The solution will simplify the planning of basic 

vocational training. "When choosing our future digital learning platform, it was important to us 

to have an overview of all 15 of our professions and to thereby standardise processes. 

CREALOGIX supports us in this goal and offers our learners and vocational trainers added 

value thanks to this standardisation," says Thomas Crameri, training officer at ETH Zurich. 

Vocational trainers at the university will be able to use the cloud solution to easily create 

staffing plans and training programmes. They will also be able to handle the entire training 

management process directly on the platform. Moreover, they will have seamless access to 

learning documentation and will be able to prepare and evaluate trial and education reports 

and make them available to learners online. Changes to the training plan specifications are 

incorporated directly by CREALOGIX. The topics of data security and data protection are also 

professionally covered by the platform operated in Switzerland. The eDossier enables 

vocational trainers and learners to store all their training documents in a central location and to 

control access. A module on occupational safety is also planned, which will fulfil the 

requirement to provide evidence of training measures for hazardous work. "We will be pleased 

to welcome ETH Zurich's vocational training as one of our future customers. Our guiding 

principle is to map training processes as efficiently as possible, while always taking into 

account the specific needs of our customers. "time2learn" fully covers the current requirements 

of basic vocational training and is ideally equipped for the future with the new Version 10," says 



 

Roland Gmür, Head of Vocational Education at CREALOGIX Switzerland, while discussing the 

gradual roll-out.  

 

 About CREALOGIX  

The CREALOGIX Group is a Swiss Fintech 100 company and is among the global market leaders in digital banking. 

CREALOGIX develops and implements innovative fintech solutions for the digital bank of tomorrow. Using the 

products from CREALOGIX, banks can react to evolving customer needs in the area of digitalisation, enabling 

them to hold their ground in a very demanding and dynamic market and remain one step ahead of their 

competitors. The group, founded in 1996, has around 550 employees worldwide. The shares of CREALOGIX 

Group (CLXN) are traded on the SIX Swiss Exchange. 

 
 
The economic projections and predictions contained in this information relate to future facts. Such projections and 
predictions are subject to risks, uncertainties and changes which cannot be foreseen and which are beyond the 
control of CREALOGIX Holding AG. CREALOGIX Holding AG is therefore not in a position to make any 
representations as to the accuracy of economic projections and predictions or their impact on the financial situation 
of CREALOGIX Holding AG or on the market in which CREALOGIX Holding AG shares and other securities are 
traded. 
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I would be pleased to arrange an interview with the management of CREALOGIX for you. 
Please call me on +41 58 404 86 52 or send me an e-mail to: jasmin.epp@crealogix.com  
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